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Corporal punishment may be out-of-favor as a method for discipline these days, but there is
something to be said about a giving a few well-intentioned smacks on the rounded bottom of a
misbehaving young lady of legal age! Especially if said young lady makes the request in writing, in
triplicate, and with several highly-aroused witnesses in attendance! It's an all-new Gallery Girls
series, this time making an educated study of the art of the upturned bottom! An international
array of artists take turns ("Thank you sir! May I have another!") illustrating the fun-filled fantasy
of cheek heating! Paddles, sticks, spoons, rulers, bare hands - whatever it takes to get the point
across to the offending hindquarter, Spanking Tails will provide instruction!
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Petty The Classic Pin-up Art of George Petty, Reid Austin, George Petty, 1997, Art, 192 pages. .

My uncle and the curГ© , Jean de La BrГЁte, , Fiction, 180 pages. .

The Art of Olivia: Let Them Eat Cheesecake, Volume 1 Let Them Eat Cheesecake, , 1993, Design,
107 pages. You've seen her art in the pages of Playboy Magazine and in dozens of other
publications, on calendars, book covers, limited edition prints, greeting cards, and movie posters.

Spanking Tails 2 A Gallery Girls Book, , Apr 1, 2006, Art, 64 pages. The first volume of bum-
slapping cheer was met with such enthusiasm, it was time to turn the other cheek! See young
ladies discipline each other with art by Arantza, Alejandro.

Spanking Diary , M. Missy, Aug 1, 2011, Fiction, 134 pages. This book is about a boys life from his
childhood to his dating years and all the corporal punishments along the way in the 50's and 60's
when spanking was acceptable. All.

Creepy Archives Volume 2 , Archie Goodwin, Larry Ivie, Others; Gray Morrow; Reed Crandall; Alex
Toth; Al Williamson; Others, 2008, Comics & Graphic Novels, 295 pages. This veinchilling second
volume showcases work by some of the best artists to ever work in the comics medium, including
Alex Toth, Gray Morrow, Reed Crandall, John Severin, and.

Eternal Temptation , Sal Quartuccio, 2001, Art, 64 pages. For a second time, we take a look at
what becomes an immortal, and the blood it must bathe in. Timeless illustrations by such artists as
Arantza, Tomas Giorello, Fastner.

Alazar's Book of Bondage 1, Volume 1 , , Mar 1, 2003, Art, 64 pages. Alazar, a 'no-escape' artist,
has fetish-filled illustrations in many a collected work. He has assembled a collection of portraits of
damsels in distress into one 'bound.

Ultimate Spanking , Miranda Forbes, 2010, Fiction, 204 pages. Twenty tales of over-the-knee fun...
Explore the sensual pleasures of spanking in tantalising detail in this brand new collection.
Featuring a diverse range of cheek-warming.

The Spanking Collection , Abel, Haron, Aug 1, 2011, Self-Help, 252 pages. "The Spanking
Collection" brings together original stories from a hand-picked selection of twenty of the web's
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leading authors of spanking erotica. Lovers, princesses.

Fastner & Larson's Tricks & Treats, Volume One , , Oct 1, 2007, Art, 48 pages. Some of the best
Halloween traditions are candy, scary monsters, and yes, more candy. To really enjoy the season,
you need Steve Fastner and Rich Larson to ply their patented.



The Development Dictionary A Guide to Knowledge as Power, Wolfgang Sachs, 1992, Business &
Economics, 306 pages. In this pioneering collection, some of the worldвЂ™s most eminent critics
of development review the key concepts of the development discourse in the post-war era. Each
essayThe Uses of Images in the Study and Teaching of Literature , Mehdi El Mouden, 2013,
Literature, 132 pages. Master's Thesis from the year 2008 in the subject Art - Pedagogy, grade: -, -
(Mohammed Ben Abdellah University, Fez, Morocco), course: Art - Visual arts general, stylistics
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El gato con botas , Charles Perrault, 1991, Social Science, 32 pages. Large and beautiful
illustrations adorn this retelling of the French folk tale of a poor miller's youngest son and the
clever cat he inherits. Text copyright 2004 LectorumAtlas of the world commodities , , 1961
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We Won the Cup , Craig Wright, Jan 1, 2005, Foreign Language Study, 36 pages. Graded 'read and
do' fiction and non-fiction readers that teach children about the world around themThe Family
Kitchen Easy and Delicious Recipes for Parents and Kids to Make and Enjoy Together, Debra
Ponzek, 2006, Cooking, 192 pages. Presents an array of dishes that parents and children can make
and enjoy together, with detailed instructions that include a list of steps that children can tackle,
tips on Spanking Tails Six years in India , Helen Mackenzie, 1857 When factory owner Bernard
Morton fires him from his first job, Harry Glass protests by impulsively taking off with Morton's car
and its intriguing passenger, Mrs. Morton. Officer Zaria Fuentes, enlisted in a dangerous
undercover operation, doesn't understand why her partner Drew Grisson has suddenly become so
overprotective of her and she. This engaging, deeply researched study provides the richest and
most nuanced picture we have to date of cinema - both movies and movie-going - in the early
1910s. At the same.



Undergraduate Algebra , , 1990, Mathematics, 367 pages. Undergraduate Algebra is a text for the
standard undergraduate algebra course. It concentrates on the basic structures and results of
algebra, discussing groups, rings, modulesTigermen of Anai , Ton Schilling, 1957, Hunting, 190
pages
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Getting Started With Geographic Information Systems , Keith C. Clarke, 2001, Science, 352 pages.
This best-selling non-technical, reader-friendly introduction to GIS makes the complexity of this
rapidly growing high-tech field accessible to beginners. Clearly linkingGreat Book of Boxing , Harry
Mullan, Rh Value Publishing, 1987, Boxing, 464 pages Connecticut Historical Collections Containing
a General Collection of Interesting Facts, Traditions, Biographical Sketches, Anecdotes, &c.,
Relating to the History and Antiquities of Every Town in Connecticut, with Geographical
Descriptions, John Warner Barber, 1836, Connecticut, 560 pages download Spanking Tails Anabas
Marketing Limited, 2003 Erin has always believed in magic, but she never believed she had powers
of her own! Until one day Erin looks up into the clouds and sees a herd of magic horses! Erin
discovers.
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The marriage and family experience , Bryan Strong, Christine DeVault, 1986, Family &
Relationships, 659 pages. THE MARRIAGE AND FAMILY EXPERIENCE is an engaging, student
friendly, four-color Marriage and Family best seller. The text's up-to-date material, real-life cross-
culturalMeeting Standards Through Integrated Curriculum , Susan M. Drake, Rebecca Crawford
Burns, Jan 1, 2004, Education, 181 pages. A guide to integrating standards across the curriculum
through the Know/Do/Be framework
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Centre and Periphery in Indonesia Environment, Politics and Human Rights in the Regional Press
(Bali), Carol Warren, Jan 1, 1994, Bali Island (Indonesia), 20 pagesConstitutional role of faith-
based organizations in competitions for federal social service funds hearing before the
Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives,
One Hundred Seventh Congress, first session, June 7, 2001, United States. Congress. House.
Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on the Constitution, Jan 1, 2001, Religion, 91 pages



Advancing Human Performance Technology Through Professional Development: An Action
Research Study , Gary Lorenzo Wash, 2009, , 128 pages. It is not known to what extent local
government human resources (HR) professionals are capable of systematically addressing human
performance issues. Literature on humanStreet Smart Network Marketing A No-nonsense Guide for
Creating the Most Richly Rewarding Lifestyle You Can Possibly Imagine, Robert Butwin, Russ
DeVan, 1997, Business & Economics, 190 pages. Caution: This book could turbo-charge your MLM
career! At lastвЂ”hereвЂ™s a serious how-to book that shows you the ropes of successful network
marketingвЂ”from someone who knows The electronic African bookworm: a web navigator,
Volume 1 a web navigator, Hans M. Zell, 1998, Internet addresses, 134 pages This text concerns
itself primarily with the Haitian and Jamaican Creoles, which can best be described as amalgams of
European languages and various African linguistic patterns. An A-to-Z guidebook of wartime
atrocities details the nature of war crimes and the international laws that define them, and
contains entries on recent conflicts and. Giving murder victims a face is forensic artist Paige
Bryant's specialty. She can always put the pieces together. But her work turns dangerous when
Texas Ranger Cade Jarvis.
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Hearing in Children , Jerry L. Northern, Marion P. Downs, 2002, Medical, 452 pages. This edition
provides a reference and description of the current state of knowledge on hearing and auditory
disorders in infants, toddlers and young childrenJapanese American World War II Evacuation Oral
History Project: Administrators , Arthur A. Hansen, 1991, History, 284 pages
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Guilt is the Teacher, Love is the Lesson , Joan Borysenko, Mar 15, 2001, Body, Mind & Spirit, 300
pages. The author of the bestselling Minding the Body, Mending the Mind, offers a compassionate,
healing guide for overcoming the devastating effects of guiltRelax , Catherine O'Neill Grace,
Catherine O'Neill, 1993, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Lists things that might make a child tense,
describes physical reactions to stress and offers imaginative relaxation exercises Spanking Tails 64
pages Really, Really , Kes Gray, 2003, Babysitters, 25 pages. When Daisy gets left with a
babysitter for the first time, she eats up her mum's note and tells Angela that she usually has ice-
cream and chips for tea, never gets dirty, and In a homeland ruled by Rome and torn by unrest,
Johanna's love for Simon, a young fisherman from Capernaum, may not be enough to hold them
together. Childless, her society. Experienced and first-time travelers alike rely on Fodor's Gold
Guides for rich, reliable coverage the world over. Completely up-to-date, Fodor's Gold Guides are
essential for.



The States and subversion , Walter Gellhorn, 1952, Political Science, 454 pages--Baby One More
Time , , 1999, Music, 59 pages. The album-matching folio to Britney's debut release. Filled with
great color photos, this folio features a special pull-out color poster. Titles are:.Baby One More
Time
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Aegean Islands The Cyclades, Or Life Among the Insular Greeks, James Theodore Bent, 1965,
Kyklades (Greece), 592 pagesThe Last Winter , Morgan L. Booth How to Grow a Novel The Most
Common Mistakes Writers Make and How to Overcome Them, Sol Stein, Dec 23, 1999, Language
Arts & Disciplines, 240 pages. A guide to writing a novel describes common pitfalls, showing how
to avoid them and offering tips on how to improve one's writing skills Offers an authoritative
survey of the remarkable recent revival of philosophical interest in the virtues, featuring twelve
specially- commissioned pieces by a distinguished. This state-of-the-art review details the benefits
and limitations of constructed wetlands to treat domestic, agricultural and industrial wastewater,
and urban and highway runoff.
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European mergers and merger policy , Matthew Bishop, 1993, Business & Economics, 363 pages.
Growing trade in Europe--accelerated by the "Single Market" program--has seen a sharp increase
in international mergers between European-based firms. This increase in EuropeanDepression New
Trends in Research and Treatment, Per Kragh-SГёrensen, Jan 1, 1991, Depression, Mental, 200
pages Emergency Medicine Quick Glance , Christopher Newton, Rahul Khare, 2006, Medical, 336
pages. Instant Emergency Medicine expertise in an ultra-compact, easy-to-use format! This
resource is a must for residents, students, physician assistants, and nurses working in the



Shake Down the Thunder The Creation of Notre Dame Football, Murray A. Sperber, 1993,
Education, 634 pages. "Sperber...tackles the details, great and small, unearthing a treasure."
вЂ”New York Times Book Review Shake Down the Thunder traces the history of the Notre Dame
footballAn introduction to the Australian economy , Ron Hefford, 1987, Business & Economics, 285
pages Honk! , Mick Inkpen, Jul 19, 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. Kipper the dog makes friends
with a honking goose, which responds to him in the only way it knows how, in a picture book
based on an episode of the new Kipper television show Spanking Tails 2003 Anabas Marketing
Limited, 2003 Aimed at those seeking guidance on the rules concerning solicitors' practice, conduct
& discipline, this text offers an examination of the rationale behind the rules & their.



Turner and Leeds Image of Industry, David Hill, 2008, Leeds (England), 200 pagesThe Foundation
Center's Guide to Proposal Writing , Jane C. Geever, Jan 1, 2004, Business & Economics, 232
pages. 4 of 4 people found the following review helpful: 0865620865, 9780865620865 Introduction
to Counseling An Art and Science Perspective, Michael S. Nystul, 1999, Counseling, 494 pages.
Introduction to Counseling provides an overview of counseling and the helping professions from
the perspective of art and science. The text begins by addressing what counseling Examines fifty
books that helped forge and influence America, from Vespucci's "Cosmographiae Introductio" to
Benjamin Spock's "The commonsense book of baby and child care. This is the extended annotated
edition including a detailed biographical primer on the life and works of the author. The book
which put Stevenson's name in the mouth of the. The Story of Jesus Feeding the 500. Matthew
14:13-21; Mark 6:30-44; Luke 9:10-17; John 6:1-14 for children.
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Drug Consultant 2003 Generic and Brand Names, Mosby, Dec 3, 2002, Drugs, 3624 pages. This
vast, comprehensive reference book and database provides the most current, unbiased, accurate,
and reliable drug information available! Updated annually, it contains moreThe Master Bedroom A
Novel, Tessa Hadley, Jul 24, 2007, Fiction, 339 pages. When she abandons an academic career
and returns home to Wales to care for her ailing mother, Kate Flynn finds her life at loose ends,
until she meets childhood friend David download Spanking Tails 2003 Anabas Marketing Limited,
2003 Current trends in research and clinical management of diabetes , Peter H. Forsham, New
York Academy of Sciences, Upjohn Company, Farbwerke Hoechst AG., 1959, Diabetes, 454 pages
Spanning a wide variety of contemporary issues, this unique volume offers a detailed and thought-
provoking view of one of the world's most populous yet least-understood nations.
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Triangulation , Phil Whitaker, 1999, Fiction, 272 pages. A sweeping, beautifully told, heartbreaking
novel of romance, war and adventure: a British mapmaker looks back on his life and a lost chance
for loveProceedings International Meeting on Animal Production from Temperate Grasslands,
Dublin, June, 1977, Irish Grassland and Animal Production Association, Foras TalГєntais, , Animal
nutrition, 168 pages
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The clinical interview using DSM IV volume 1, fundamentals, Ekkehard Othmer, Sieglinde C
Othmer, 1996, Medical, 513 pagesComplete OSCE Skills for Medical and Surgical Finals , Kate
Tatham, Kinesh Patel, May 28, 2010, Medical, 320 pages. The Objective Structured Clinical
Examination, or OSCE, is a familiar and often daunting experience for medical students. Finally, a
book has been written which provides the
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Civilian-based defense , , 1990Thinking about Memoir , Abigail Thomas, 2008, Biography &
Autobiography, 118 pages. If living is an art, it must be practiced with diligence before being done
with ease. Yet almost nothing in our culture prepares us for reflection on the great themes of
0865620865, 9780865620865



The Neurobiology of Addiction , Trevor W. Robbins, Barry J. Everitt, David J. Nutt, 2010, Medical,
307 pages. In the past two decades, there have been astonishing advances in our understanding
of the neurobiological basis and nature of drug addiction. We now know the initial molecularAll-
American Poem , Matthew Dickman, Sep 1, 2008, Poetry, 85 pages. All American Poem embraces
the ecstatic nature of our daily lives. Introduction by Tony Hoagland



Favorite Pizza Doughs and Toppings , Bristol Publishing Enterprises, Donna R. German, 1997,
Cooking, 62 pages. Helps you master the art of making pizza dough, shaping crusts and using
specialised pizza-making equipment. This work features dough recipes that appear in 15
creativeRFK A Candid Biography of Robert F. Kennedy, Clemens David Heymann, 1998, Biography
& Autobiography, 596 pages. Examines Robert Kennedy's family life, political career, and private
liaisons, and discusses his dealings with J. Edgar Hoover, Martin Luther King, Jr., and other famous
figures Le Corbusier's Firminy Church An Exhibition , April 29 to June 3, 1981, Le Corbusier,
Anthony Eardley, Kenneth Frampton, Silvia Kolbowski, Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies,
Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art. School of Architecture, 1981, Architecture,
126 pages Where do baby apes sleep? In apricots! I'm Elsa, and that's one of my jokes (I tell LOTS
of jokes and I'm going to be a big star one day). I do my best to cheer my family up.



Three by the Sea , Edward Marshall, James Marshall, May 1, 1994, Juvenile Fiction, 48 pages.
Three friends relax after their picnic lunch by each telling his or her best storyLa trilogie des
dragons , Marie Brassard, 2005, , 171 pages download Spanking Tails 64 pages
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I Am Papa Snap and These Are My Favorite No Such Stories , , Jan 1, 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 32
pages. A collection of nonsense stories in which Papa Snap is eaten by a sofa, Uncle Rimsky lights
his cigars with dragons, Mrs. Maroon irons her laundry with a steam roller, and MrDevotions Upon
Emergent Occasions , John Donne, 1987, Literary Criticism, 192 pages. One of Donne's most
important and haunting works in prose, Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions was composed in less
than a month, during an illness that nearly cost the writer



A Nation on Fire America in the Wake of the King Assassination, Clay Risen, Jan 9, 2009, History,
312 pages. A few hours after Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated at a Memphis motel,
violent mobs had looted and burned several blocks of Washington a few miles north of theThe
search for the past fossils, rocks, tracks, and trails : the search for the origin of life, L. B. Halstead,
Jan 1, 1983, Science, 208 pages National Energy Security Act of 1991 Hearing Before the
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, United States Senate, One Hundred First[-Second]
Congress, First Session, on S. 341., United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources, 1991, Energy conservation An evocative celebration of the great city of London
presents contributions from novelists, poets, diarists, artists, and historians, including Charles
Dickens, William.



90 Packets of Instant Noodles , Deb Fitzpatrick, 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 307 pages. Australians eat
150 million packets of instant noodles every year - that's about 7 packets each. But Joel is a
teenager who goes to extremes, and 90 packets may not be enoughThe Klondike Fever The Life
and Death of the Last Great Gold Rush, Pierre Berton, Dec 1, 2003, History, 457 pages. Narrates
the events that preceded the Klondike Gold Rush of 1897, the growth and decline of Dawson, and
the fates of some of the tens of thousands of adventurers who left their A Discourse. delivered to
the Students of the Royal Academy. Dec. the 10th, 1774 , Sir Joshua Reynolds, 1775, , 36 pages
Linear Analysis of Skeletal Structures meets the demands of a typical prominent structural
engineering educator who aims to: teach students how to model, how to use computer. After
spying Prince Eric on his ship, Ariel the mermaid dreams of living permanently above the sea.



Addiction , David Nutt, Liam J. Nestor, Liam Nestor, Sep 26, 2013, Medical, 90 pages. Part of the
Oxford Psychiatry Library series, this pocketbook is a clear and comprehensive overview of the
brain science underpinning addiction and how this helps explain theThe Civilian Conservation Corps
and Itasca State Park , Ben Thoma, 1984, Itasca State Park (Minn.), 122 pages
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The new guide to junior showmanship , Connie Vanacore, Oct 19, 1994, Juvenile Nonfiction, 179
pages. Dog showing is a family sport, second only to Little League baseball in number of amateur
participants. Beginning with information on acquiring a new puppy, this book coversNew Stock
Trend Detector , W. D. Gann, Jan 1, 1994, Business & Economics, 191 pages Aboriginal
sovereignty justice, the law and land, Kevin Gilbert, 1993, Social Science, 70 pages download
Spanking Tails 2003 0865620865, 9780865620865 In a complete explanation, this book thoroughly
describes Universal Data Access, examines the role of OLEDB Providers, discusses the various
methods ADO allows to manipulate. In this book, 'Crazy Billionaires Speak', your favourite crazy
billionaires, John Rockefeller, JP Morgan, Walt Disney, Donald Trump, Warren Buffett, Ted Turner,
Oprah Winfrey.



Prisoners of the Redwoods An Adventure Story of San Francisco and the Northern California Coast
in the Fifties, Alfred Powers, 1948, , 246 pagesCaptive Queen A Novel of Eleanor of Aquitaine,
Alison Weir, Jul 13, 2010, Fiction, 256 pages. BONUS: This edition contains a Captive Queen
discussion guide and an excerpt from The Lady Elizabeth. Nearing her thirtieth birthday, Eleanor of
Aquitaine has spent the past Spanking Tails 2003
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Gold Rush Grub From Turpentine Stew to Hoochinoo, Ann Chandonnet, 2005, Cooking, 234 pages.
Ann Chandonnet brings us a rollicking history of gold rush food complete with hearty recipes
ranging from sourdough flapjacks to stewed porcupine. From miners meals and homeThe Return
of the Serpents of Wisdom , Mark Amaru Pinkham, 1997, Body, Mind & Spirit, 366 pages. A history
of ancient spiritual masters associated with the serpent, where they came from, why they are here
and the secrets wisdom they shared
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